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Daniel O’Connell & Sinn Fein.

In the Ihrst Part of this paper, it has been shown
that Daniel O’Connell, with all the extreme Constitu-

tionalism that proved fatal to him, was nevertheless

what is now called a Sinn Feiner, and that in his own
mind, if the principles of Sinn Fein should be found of

no avail, the only right alternative was to be a Separatist.

From his Constitutional impeachment of the Union,

let us now pass on to his economic impeachment.
Already we have seen his statement, for wFich he chal-

lenges denial or disproof, that “ the Union has not

conferred any one beneht upon Ireland.” He has

stated briefly and clearly the moral and political and
social evils that he found around him after only forty

years of Union government. On the economic results

of only forty years of the Union, the most active forty

years of his public life, he brings forward no less striking

testimony.

Before going further, let me say that this paper is

not intended to be a contribution to Irish history.

Its purpose is not to justify O’Connell, nor to convict

the Imperial government of oppressive, extortionate,

treacherous and atrocious conduct towards Ireland

in the past. The Irish reader will have read in vain

if he has not seen in these pages a lesson to govern

present conduct and a warning for the future.

O’Connell sums up his case in this ;
” He who entrusts

his business to others is sure to have it neglected.”

Passing over the deep-set Phiglish prejudice against

the Irish Nation, already touched on by him, he says :

” Each nation has a sacred duty imposed on it, to

attend to its own affairs
;

that duty is also a sacred

right, which in our case has been most treacherously

as well as basely violated. This, as I have said, is

manifestly an evil inherent in the Union, and for which
there can, of course, be no remedy but the repeal o! the

measure.’’
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'i'liei'e are people, especially those who prefer the
artificial and variable orthodoxies of a party to any
honest effort on their own part to think out the great
problem of Irish national regeneration, who will say,
why go so far as to demand repeal of the Union when
we find all English parties opposed to the repeal, and
when we may possibly get some minor form of domestic
goyernment that may enable ns to undo the evils of the
Union. It matters little whether wi? name onr demand
Repeal or Home Rule. What does matter is the reality.
The one great bane of Ireland’s existence since Strong-
bow’s landing has been interference from England
in Ireland’s domestic and national affairs. The latest
historian of what is called the “ Norman Conquest ”

of Ireland, Mr. Orpen, whose bias is altogether anti-
national, insists strongly on the evil elfects of inter-
ference from England with the policy and activity of
Eie “ Norman ” invaders. In eveiy subsequent age,
it is plain to the degree of commonplace that inter-
ference from England has been the constant and fertile
cause of unsettlement, disorganisation and general
unsoundness in the state of Ireland. The solemn
treaty of 1782 failed in its effect because the victorious
patriots of that time failed to rise to the necessity of
excluding English political interference at all costs.
Recognising, as they did, the supreme importance of
safeguarding the rights and liberties they had won,
it was their duty to secure, by the clearest and most
stringent enactments, that any attempt on the part
of any man whose person or property stood within the
jurisdiction of the Irish Parliament to induce, favour,
or entertain proposals from any outside quarter to undo
the free Irish Constitution would bring the person
and property of the delinquent into the gravest peril.
On the first discovery, for example, of Castlereagh’s
intrigues with Pitt or of his intrigues with persons in
Ireland, the Irish Parliament should have been in a
position to put Castlereagh under arrest, to bring him
to trial for conspiracy against the Constitution, and to
punish him by attainder, imprisonment, or even the
penalty which he afterwards awarded to himself. The
fatal weakness of Grattan’s Irish Constitution was that
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it openly tolerated from the beginning the exercise of

interference from England. To this cause alone, inter-

ference from Elngland, is due the sustained attempt
to divide the people of Ireland by a line at once political

and sectarian—a division that appeared impossible

before the Union. The same cause has been unceas-
ingly active down to our time, when the menace of

civil war in Ireland has been inspired, fomented and
financed by interfering English politicians. The one
great political necessity of Ireland is to get rid of inter-

ference from Ehigland. Any measure that secures the
freedom of Ireland from English interference, by what
name soever that measure may be called, whatsoever
may be its draftsmanship and its details, will solve the
Irish political problem

;
and any measure, even Repeal

of the Union, that leaves interference ^m EHgtand
a thing practicable with impunity, will leave the problem
still unsolved. That is the test. If English politicians

claim the right to interfere or reserve the power to

interfere, then we know where we stand and what we
have to expect. We know from history and experience
that, in that case, the state of Ireland can never be
settled or safe or wholesome. The ancient wound will

remain unhealed, the ancient hostility unappeased.
O’Connell proceeds to expose “ the second great

evil of the Union, the financial robbery of Ireland.”

As many have dealt with this subject during recent
years, it is . unnecessary to quote O’Connell in full.

Enough to say that he had a sound general grasp of

that part of the question. He shows, however, that in

making Ireland share in the burden of the British

public debt, the British Government openly violated
a solemn pledge given to Ireland on that Government’s
behalf. The pledge was publicly declared by Castle-

reagh himself, on the 5th of February, 1800. “ His «
pledge was in these words : in respect of the past
expenses, Ireland is to have ‘ no concern whatsoever
with the debt of Great Britain.’ Again, he said, ‘ Groat
Britain now paid taxes for interest on her debt, ten
millions.’ (Observe here, that he should have said

she paid in interest ;^i6,82i,ooo. His inaccuracy,
however, was not material, because he added) ‘ for any
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portion of this, she (Britain) 'could not call upon Ire-
land.’ ” Great Britain, however, did not keep her
promise. She fulfilled to the: letter Samuel Johnson’s
candid prophecy and warning : “Do not unite with us

;

we shall never unite with you, unless to rob you.’’
It was not alone with the old National Debt of England

before the Union, bearing an interest burden of

£16,821,000, • that Ireland was saddled. She w'as com-
pelled also to shoulder the enormous irlcrease of National
Debt incurred in the war with France, a war to which
Irish National sentiment was opposed, especially in the
more Protestant North-east

; and the debt incurred
in the Naval War of 1812 with the United States of
America, a war equally unpopular throughout Ireland.
Both wars caused Ireland great loss and brought her
no compensating gain whatsoever. In addition to her
loss, she was compelled to pay an immense increase in
taxes. The increase was permanent. The facts deserve
the gravest attention, in view of the War Debt which
Great Britain is at present incurring and which is

mounting up at a rate that makes the increase of
“ National Debt ’’ during the Napt^leonic war seem
trifling.

The financial robbery of Ireland by taxation, about
which so much has been written and so little done
to effect a remedy, has been enormous, amounting, in
the words of Lord Macdonnell, to “an Empire’s ran-
som.’’ Yet it is only a minor fraction of the whole
sum by which wealthy England has enriched herself

at the expense of a people whose poverty has been the
subject of English jibes. The chief items of robbery
are, the suppression of Irish trade and commerce, and
the payment of Irish rents to absentees in England.
Already at the time of the Union, the preference of some
Irish landowners for English society and English

® surroundings cost Ireland about £1,500,000 a year.
Under the Union, the drain of rents from Ireland to
England is estimated by O’Connell at more than

£6 ,
000,000 a year, and this part of the robbery increased

very, much after O’Connell’s time. There can be little

doubt that in rent for Irish land, England has extracted
from Ireland since the Union not less than the appalling
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•sum of £1,000,000,000 (a thousand million pounds
sterling). Irishmen are asked to believe that the

redemption of Irish rents by means of Imperial loans

is a typical exercise of English generosity. Perhaps
it is, for it has cost England nothing. Ireland has not
yet received an appreciable fraction, in this way, of the

amount robbed from her in taxation
;
and what she

has received, she has received on paper. Not one per

cent, of the purchase money “ advanced to Ireland
”

.ever reaches Ireland in any form. It is paid over to

bought-out landlords, to be immediately re-invested

in British investments, or otherwise spent for the
benefit of British interests. And for this sort of “ ad-
vance,’’ Irish farmers are laid under tribute to Great
Britain for two generations ! Let us, therefore, not be
.quick to question that the finance of Irish land ])ur-

.chase truly exemplifies England’s generosit^^

If the wealth robbed from Ireland in taxation amounts
to “ an Empire’s ransom,’’ if the wealth taken by
England from Ireland in the form of rents and purchase
instalments paid by Irish people, living in Ireland, for

the land of Ireland, reaches a figure so colossal that it

seems almost impossible in the finance of a small and
impoverished country

;
where are we to find words,

how are we to induce the mind to grasp the sum total

of the loss inflicted by the Union on Ireland in the
form of depopulation and economic, industrial and
commercial, decay and ruin ? There can be no doubt
that this loss has far exceeded the enormous combined
total of overtaxation and land tribute, and must be
reckoned, if a reckoning is possible, in thousands of

millions sterling. It is an absolute loss, a pure economic
ruin, on a scale never accomplished by the blighting

hordes of Huns and Vandals. The most frightful wars
in history have not brought upon any equal area of

inhabited land a sum of economic evils as great as a
century of Imperial peace has inflicted on this small
country, Britain’s nearest neighbour.
The loss has been absolute. Neither England nor

any other country has gained by it. On the contrary,

England most of all countries except the unfortunate
victim, Ireland, has been a heavy loser by the ruin of
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[reland. This fact will at once be recognised by anyone

X)ssessing the least knowledge of ecojiotnic matters,

.ndeed by anyone exercising ordinary commonsense

ipon the subject. No country becomes less wealthy

t)y the fact of having a wealthy country for its neigh-

tx)ur. It may lose through the hostility of a neighbour

:»untry, rich or poor, it cannot lose through the neigh-

ix)ur’s prosperity. Nobody pretends that England’s

prosperity is of itself a cause of Ireland’s poverty.

Indeed we are often reminded that it is advantageous

to Ireland to have so prosperous and populous a neigh-

bour for a customer. The converse holds good. A
prosperous and populous Ireland could not fail to be a

:ause of increased prosperity to England.

Why, then, it may be asked, has England consented

to the ruin of Ireland, and why has Enjish statesman-

ship contributed actively to Ireland’s ruin ?

With regard to England in general, the people of

England, the question is answered by saying that

nearly every large population and most men and women,

even of the better educated, are savages in regard of

economic knowledge, and prefer plunder to thrift.

At this moment the English people can be induced to

welcome proposals for the commercial ruin of other

peoples whose progress and prosperity contribute largely

to the progress and prosperity of the English people.

It is exactly as though the people of one street in a city

were prepared to sack, loot, and destroy the shops and

factories of a neighbouring street. If what we are

accustomed to hear about savages is true, this sort of

thing might be a matter of course in some savage

community. The English people at large, and the

ruling classes, perhaps even more than the multitude,

are still evidently in this condition of economic savagery.

A second factor in the case has been the strong and

deep anti-Irish sentiment prevalent in England. O’Con-

nell has quoted Lord Shrewsbury’s striking testimony

to the extent of this sentiment, and has adopted the

testimony as corroborated by his own knowledge and

experience. Shrewsbury" was an ICngHsh Catholic

Unionist, opposed to O’Connell on the Re]^al demand,

but his candid avowals of the English disposition towards
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Ireland had been elicited a few years earlier on the

question of Catholic Emancipation. When Ins personal

interests were involved, as O’Connell reminded mm,

Lord Shrewsbury allowed the truth to come out. When

it became a national question, the Enghsh Catholic

Earl of Shrewsbury" relapsed into Ms wigwam of igno-

rance and prejudice, and thus exMbited the self-same

truth in a different manner. England, according to

Lord Shrewsburv in 1828, is Ireland’s relentless

master.” ” The day of England’s prosperity has never

yet been a day of grace or justice to Ireland. me
spirit which actuates this feeling of hostihty amongs

the peasantry of England to the poor, wandenng

expatriated sons of Erin is the same w^h has ever

governed the higher classes in their treatment 01 tna

unhappy country.” Lord Shrewsbury is a competed

witness on tMs point. In England, he writes, high

and low, great and small, are equally hostile to the

poor sons of Erin.” The primitive tribal state of the

English mind in regard of other peoples, but ^pecia y

of the Irish, explains clearly enough why England,

to her own economic loss, has shown full complacency

in the ruin of Ireland.
^ a 7

But what of English statesmen, the rulers of England .

Surely they were and are able to rise above the tnbe

and discern the true advantage of their o^ county.

The fact is that they have not done so. What are the

reasons? Lord Shrewsbury^ supplies one. The same

tribal hatred that made the English peasantry hate the

Irish “ has ever governed the higher classes in their

treatment of that unhappy country.” There is a

second reason. Since the triumph of Pitt, as to a

limited extent before it, the sentiment now called

Imperialism has ever more and more taken the place

of patriotism in England. This process was brought

to its highest pitch by Joseph Chamberlain, whose

adopted mission in his later day"s was to teach his

•countrymen
“
to think Imperially', and who scoffed

at the ” Little Englanders ” that contented themselves

with English patriotism. Chamberlain succeeded in

forcing this view upon the Liberals whom he had

-deserted—not on their leaders, always in effect a wing
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Df Toryism—but on the Radical rank and file. World-
power, not national well-being, is the Imperialist aim.

The Imperialist cannot help being anti-Irish. He can

never forgive the wrongs that his predecessors have
inflicted on Ireland, much less can he forgive that

Irish tenacity and “ perversity ” which, in spite of the

Dften apparently complete success of Imperial force

and fraud, refuses to accept what he calls “ the accom-
plished fact —the subjugation of Ireland.

Imperialism seeks prosperity not through industry

and economic progress, but through power, especially

through sea-power, through the subjugation and ex-

jloitation of weak countries, and through the destruction

af competitors. What we call piracy in the case of the

Hgerines, or brigandage in the case of Sicilian moun-
;aineers, can also be carried on with all the pomp and
nrcumstance of high statecraft, and can command
:he services of science and learning and diplomacy
md the support of churchmen and courts of law and
chambers of commerce and the new.‘-papers—in that

:ase we call it Imperialism. It is the c'hief cause of the

'uin of Ireland. In our own time we have witnessed

:he unhappy and criminal attempt to save the position

of a party by associating Imperialism with the hitherto

insullied ideal of Irish Nationalism. Is mairg a bhi

I JO hole is go bocht na dhiaidh. Woe to the man, or

;he land, that doth evil and gaineth nothing. What
shall it profit a nation that it gain the whole world and
j ose its own soul ? But what, unless the devil’s laughter,

will be the reward of a nation that loses its own soul

and gains not even the shadow of a gain ?

The glorified piracy and barbarity that is called

i mperialism explains clearly enough why England,
1o her own economic damage, has been a willing agent

in the economic ruin of Ireland.

The extent of that economic ruin baffles estimate.

Its principal heads are

—

The destruction of Irish agriculture.

The destruction of Irish manufactures and of the

Irish industrial tradition.

The destruction of Irish commerce and export trade..

The depopulation of Ireland.

II

;U

O’Connell brings a terrible indictment against the

Union on economic grounds, but the worst phase of

the Union had not yet shown itself in 1841 wheri O’Con-

nell wrote, and the seventy years since the Famine have

been far more ruinous to Ireland than the forty years

of O’Connell’s personal experience.

O’Connell’s letter does not deal with the ruin of

Irish agriculture, achieved a few years later by the

repeal of the Corn Laws. But even in 1841 the evil

was far advanced. It had been coming on gradually

since the Union,; and was converted by the action of the

parliament of the “ United Kingdom," action taken

purely in the interest of one part of that realm, into a

catastrophe of fearful magnitude for Ireland, a catas-

trophe from which Ireland has ever since been suffering

both morally and materially.

The aggravated absenteeism of landlords, which

O’Connell showed to have resulted from the Union,

worked out disastrously for Ireland in other ways

besides the enormous drain of rent to England. As

O’Connell had observed, the prosperity of Ireland

under her free parliament led to a great, and for that

time natural, increase in her titled nobility. A further

increase and advance in the number and dignities of

the officially noble was a prominent element in the cor-

ruption by which the Union was effected. After the

Union, the Irish homes of these " nobles,’’ when not

altogether deserted, as nearly all their Dublin mansions

and many of their country seats were, became rnere

holiday resorts, and the life' of Irish aristocratic society

was transferred to England to England, where titled

landowners were f in most cases men of secure and

immense wealth, of wealth increa.sing with the industrial

development of England at the very time while Irish

industries, under English rule, were falling into rapid

decav. The result was that, to keep pace with the

opulence of the English aristocracy, the transplanted

aristocrats of Ireland were drawn into a vastly dispro-

portionate extravagance. In the half-century following

the Union, half of the Irish titled nobility were ruined,

and the other half only saved themselves by marriage

into wealthy English families. To keep the feudal
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ownership of Irish land from total collapse after the

Famine, England's great remedial measure was the

foundation of the Encumbered Estates Court in Ireland

—originally the Encumbered Estates Commission—

a

piece of judicial machinery which, in order to liquidate

the debts of Irish landowners, facilitated the transfer

of ownership from an absentee spendthrift gentry to

an absentee class of extortionate speculators. Thus
the grand fabric of feudalism was preserved for a few
decades, and the condition of the serfs called tenants

of Irish land^ was* rendered more intolerable. When an
estate, or part of an estate, was to be sold, the Court
directed a “ rental ” to be drawn up and printed.

This document, usually forming a large volume, was
examined for the Court and issued with the Court’s

authority. All these rentals are now matters of public

record. I have seen many of them. It was quite a

usual thing in them, in setting out the particulars of

the estate, to say that the rents were low and might be

raised. The intending purchaser was thus invited by
Imperial authority to speculate in extortion, in the

sweat and blood, the sorrow and tears, the hunger and
madness, often in the lives, of men and women and
children. Having bid up on the Imperial warranty,

the absentee speculator took care to recoup himself

by acting on the Imperial suggestion. He made the

most of the invitation to extort. The Court was and
is to this day a machine for the maintenance, where
possible for the increase, of England’s feudal tribute.

It has power to deal with any hostile agitation on the

part of the serfs by the arbitrary method of indefinite
“ imprisonment for contempt,” as though it were a real

judicial tribunal and not the auction room of an Imperial

slave mart.

The records of this Court are the rt?cords of absentee

extravagance brought about by the Union. The total

of the squanderings of Irish wealth in England was
enormous. Of one estate alone, that of Lord Portar-

lington, land to the value of one million pounds sterling

was sold to redeem the incumbrances.

The effect of this extravagance on Irish agriculture

can be traced. The ordinary agricultural produce of

L
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Ireland at the time of the Union comes mainly under

four heads : live stock and their fodder ;
cereals ;

textile material, chiefly flax and wool ;
and food for the

husbandman’s household, chiefly potatoes and milk.

The power of raising rent was unrestricted in law, but

in practice it could not go beyond or much beyond the

annual value of the first two classes of produce above-

named. What is practicable has a tendency to become

customary, and we have it on the testimony of the

time that the fruits of husbandly^ among the general

class of small farmers were divided in this way : pota-

toes for the home, cereals for rent, flax for ready money
against various needs.

When we are considering the effects of the Union,

and comparing them with the effectspi domestic govern-

ment, we must remember that the generation that

grew up under the free parliament of Ireland and res-

ponded to the marvellous influence of national liberty

did not pass away with the destruction of national

liberty. The economic forces generated under the

independent Irish parliament w^ere exhausted gradually

under the Union, and it was not until the fourth decade

of English government set in that the calamitous resulte

of ” subjugation ” became fully apparent. But it

would be a mistake to think that these calamitous

results were unknown until the repeal of the Corn Laws
and the awful Famine Years 1845, 1846 and 1847.

O’Connell’s letter to Shrewsbury was written in 1841,

while the Com Laws were still unrepealed, and O’Con-

nell shows plainly and abundantly that already, in the

fortieth year of the Union, Ireland had been dragged

far on the road to economic ruin. O’Connell’s testimony

cannot be gainsaid. His answer to Shrewsbury was an
” open letter,” in fact a public repeal manifesto, and the

facts stated in it were within the knowledge of its rea-

ders. They have never been controverted. On the

contrary they are confirmed and greatly supplemented

by the evidences published in the semi-official Parlia-

mentary Gazetteer for Ireland, issued in 1845.

So complete has been the devastation wrought by the

Union, that people now find it hard to realise that

Ireland, under her independent parliament and for
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twenty or thirty years after its treacherous destruction,
was as much an industrial as an iigricultural nation,
Ireland in that period had more textile workers in pro-
portion to her population than any other country in the
world. These workers worked in flax, in wool, in cotton,
and in the coarser fibres of sacking and ropework.
The spinning and weaving of flax and wool was universal
throughout Ireland, in factories as well as in homes.
The district around Westport is now a “ congested
district," this title having been conftirred on such areas
by Mr. Arthur Balfour in order to fasten in the public
mind a belief that these areas are overpopulated and
might with propriety be depopulated. Some of these
“ congested districts ’’ contained before the Famine
four times their present population, and if the standard
of living was low, the inhabitants at the same time
were paying an enormous annual tribute to their
“ relentless master,” the Predominant Partner. This
Westport district contained 36,000 textile workers and'
several weekly markets for linen yarn and linen web. '

Its export of cereals, including flour and meal, was'
enormous. At present it has no textile workers, and
exports only cattle and human beings, and so it is
“ congested.”

As the extravagance of the absentee proprietors

increased, the prosperity of the country declined.

To cope with the demand for more rent, the people
were forced to grow more and more cereals. Cereal
crops invaded all the ” arable land,” including land i

only capable of spade tillage. To raise potatoes, people
were forced to ” cultivate” land that never was tilled

before and never again will be tilled. The ridges still

mark such places in the moors and wastes. Except in

Ulster, where the pressure of extortion was less and
where linen-weaving was carried on in factories and
industrialised towns, flax, for the first time in Irish

history, disappeared from cultivation. The bleaching

greens that existed in every townland can still some-
times be located by their name, tuar. The tuirne Iin»

the spinningwheel for flax, is still preserved as a curiosity

in some houses, and hunted after by collectors of anti-

ques, and is still known in the songs of people who have
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never seen it at work. The whole rural industry of

Ireland was forced to concentrate itself on cereals and

potatoes—cereals for the Tribute potatoes to^ fied the

serfs. Oatmeal porridge, ” chief of Scotia s food,

was from time immemorial chief also among the foods

of the older Scotia, Ireland. Even before St. Patrick S’

time, the porridge of Ireland was known in other lands.

St. Jerome, in his characteristic vigour of controversy,,

speaks of Pelagius a one “ whose belly was distended

with the porridge of the Irish.” Handmills, in common

use a centurv ago, are still to be found, though no longer

used. Watermills for grinding oats were everywhere.

The Tribute, with its relentless demand for the money

from cereals, put an end to the filling of Irish bellies

with the por idge of the Irish, and drove the people

back on a diet of potatoes. Thus at once the standard

of living was reduced to the lowest possible degree,

and the industries of the household and the manual skill

traditional throughout ages were extinguished. ^len

and women became potato-fed slaves for the production

of the Tribute.
, v •

When this disastrous revolution in the life and habits

of the people was accomplished, the ‘‘ relentless master

in his own interest dealt a crushing blow at the new

state of things which he had forced on Ireland. The

Com Laws alone had made the revolution possible.

The repeal of the Corn Laws made the new life impossible,

and the first failure of the potato crop that followed

began the horrible era of famine, eviction, and the

conversion of the most fertile regions in Ireland to

feeding grounds for the roast beef of Old England.

O’Connell’s last speech, the struggling utterance of

a dying man, was a pitiful appeal to the relentless

master on behalf of a people dying in thousands from

famine and famine fever. The relentless master

continued to exact the Tribute, and compelled a famish-

ing people to send him their own food.

O’Connell shows from a Parliamentan^ Return that

in 1845, while thousands were perishing of famine in

Ireland, England extracted from Ireland 2,145,77-^,

« quarters of grain, and 2,481,564 hundredweights of

flour and meal, including 372,7^9 quarters of wheat
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and 1,422,379 hundredweights of flour and wheatmeal
and in the last three months alone of 1845, when the
Famine was at its height, 32,883 oxen, 583 calves,

32,576 sheep and lambs, and 104,141 swine. This,
during a frightful time of starvation and fever, was
almost all pure Tribute, not commercial exportation
in exchange for any sort of imports other than English
officials, soldiers, arms, and Coercion Acts.
So great and manifest have been the calamitous

effects of English government since the Famine that
a casual observer might be inclined to date the injurious
operation of the Union from that time. O’ConneU’s
letter to Shrewsbury, however, was written before the
repeal of the Corn Laws, and while the Famine was not
yet dreamt of, and in this letter O'Connell shows clearly
and in detail the ruinous consequences of the Union.
From the evidences he has collected one sees plainly
enough that, even if no great catastrophe like the Famine
had supervened, the ruin which ^ve have witnessed
would have worked out by degrees. The Famine itself

was an effect of the Union and was aggravated in its

own time by the Union, but it was only a grand accele-
ration of forces already steadily at work, forces set' in
motion and sustained in action by Imperial Government
and by that alone.

O’Connell adverts, in passing, to the well known fact,

that before the free Irish Parliament was established
in 1782, the Irish woollen manufacture, which " was
in a flourishing state at the period of the ( Williamite)
revolution, was openly and avowedly crushed to create
a monopoly of that manufacture for England.” This
industry was revived under the free Parliament and
again ” flourished in Ireland in all the articles of coarser
texture. It gave employment to thousands in the
various towns of Ireland. At Carrick-on-Suir alone,

it kept in constant work and wages more than 7,000
persons, where lately there were not fifty employed !

In short, since the Union the woollen trade of Ireland
has literally been annihilated.”

Linen weaving, as has been said, was universal
throughout Ireland. ” It flourished,” says O’Connell,

till the annual export of the article reached three 9
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millions sterling.” The Irish had been famed of old for

their linen produce. They went to battle at Clontarf

with the Norse men :

—

” Fine linen shirts on the breasts of the Gael,

And the Foreigners in one sheet of iron.”

In Henry VIII ’s. time, a sumptuary law was enacted;

to restrict the extravagant wearing of linen in Ireland.

So much for the legendmongers who pretend that the

Irish linen industry was established by French refugees.

“ Then,” says O’Connell, ” came the Union, and struck.

off four fifths of the trade.”
“ Before the Union,” he continues, ” the refining,

of sugar was a prosperous and lucrative business,

giving work and wages to thousands. There were in.

the dty of Dublin alone, nineteen sugar bakeries.

There is not now a single one remaining. This trade is

annihilated.
“ Before the Union, the glass manufacture was

flourishing in Ireland. It is now all but annihilated.”'

(For details, see a recent paper “ Glass-Making in Ire-

land ” by M. S. D. Westropp in the Proceedings of the

Royal Irish Academy.)
” Before the Union, the manufacture of tabinets

and silks in Dublin gave bread to thousands. It was

lately on the verge of extinction, but has revived in

some small degree by the Repeal movement.
“ Before the Union, the business of printing and

bookselling—^the manufacture of hats—the working in-

gold and silver plate—^watch making, and various other

branches of trade were in a prosperous state in Ireland,

which are now annihilated or in the last stage of an
impoverished existence.”

O’Connell, proceeding to show the ruin of Irish indus-

tries, quotes statistical returns dating from 1800 to 1840.

Dublin in i8oo|had 91 woollen factories employing 4,938 -

persons ; in 1840, twelve factories and 682 employes.

Cork in 1800 had 41 woollen factories with 2,500-

employes. ” That trade is now (1841) completely

gone.”
“ In Limerick, at the Union, there were 1,000 woollen,

weavers. There are not now seventy.”
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Rathdram, Co. Wicklow, is now a “ deserted village."

Before the Union, the flannel manufacture there " gave

employment to more than i,ooo looms and to several

thousands of operatives. By 1823, the 1,000 looms

had declined to 400 ;
in 1826 to 300, in 1827 to 200 ;

in 1828 to 150 ;
in 1830 to 100 ;

and in 1832 to 30.

And in two years afterwards there was not a vestige

of this formerly important and remunerative branch

•of industry.” All this time, the ])opulation was in-

creasing in numbers and declining in the standard of

living and the means of livelihood.

In Dublin citv, “ there were at the time of the Union,

engaged in the cotton trade, fifty-five master manu-
facturers, employing 14,500 persons, at wages of forty

shillings a week. They have fallen (in forty years)

to twelve employers and 625 operatives, and (the wage?

are now only ^teen shillings a week.” The cotton

industry of Dublin and other places in Ireland has long

since been extinguished.
” At the Union, the hosiery business flourished in

Dublin, Balbriggan, Cork, Belfast, Lisburn, Clonmel,

Limerick, Waterford, Kilkenny, Cailow, Portarlington,

Maryborough, and several other places. But in all

those places, the home manufacture is now (1841)

so inconsiderable that this branch of Irish industry

may, in the words of the report, ‘ for all practical

purposes be considered as extinct.’ . . .

‘‘ To review the entire (textile) manufactures of Ireland

. . . it appears that, at the period of the Union,

the number of persons directly deriving employment
tiom the woollen, cotton, and silk manufactures in Ireland

exceeded 150,000 in a population of about 4,000,000.

At the present day (1841) the entire number employed

in these manufactures throughout the kingdom in a

population of 8,000,000 does not exceed 8,000.” It will

be noted that O’Connell does not include in this summary
the linen trade, of which, he has already said, four-fifths

had been taken away by the Union. He gives no

.particulars of the decay of many other industries that

flourished in Ireland before the Union and vanished

alters it, for example, tanning, bootmaking, glove-

making. The great industrial plan, now so much
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associated with the success of American industr>3 of

i^tf
^nfjgTdising the manufacture of articles in general

demand in, various sizes, such as boots, hose, and gloves,

was in full and extensive operation in Ireland before the

Union,
O’Connell goes on to describe the terrible decline in

the standard of living among a growing population

within the generation that followed the L^'nion, quoting,

not descriptions of the abnormal times of famine,

but the Reports of the Commissioners of Poor Law
Inquiry in 1834. It was the Union that made necessary

a systematic and perpetual scheme for the relief of the

poor in Ireland at the expense of the remainder whom
the Union also impoverished. In 1830, O’Connell

had foretold the introduction of the English Poor Law
System. “ The landed proprietors of IfOand,” he

wrote, “ are reduced to this dilemma—tliey must either

have a Repeal of the Union or Poor Laws. To. one or

other of these they must come. Poor Laws or a Repeal

of the Union. Beyond this alternative there is nothing

—

the Repeal of the Union or Poor Laws.” When he wrote

again in 1841, the Poor Laws had ,
already been intro-

duced ;

” They have been fairly tried in two localities

and they are found to be a total failure.” Nevertheless

the State Pauper system was extended to every .part of

Ireland, and since then, as a result of the Union, in

addition to the tremendous burdens of the Imperial

land tribute and the Imperial taxation tribute and an

extravagant domestic administration under Imperial

control, the Irish people have had to bear the further

burden of a heavy Poor Rate, and what is still worse,

the degradation of the honest poor.

Especially remarkable are the particulars quoted by
O’Connell from the official report, at a time not of

famine or crop failure but when, as he also states,

Ireland’s agrarian Tribute to England, over and above

her taxation wliich was then aggravated in violation

of the pledges given before the Union and to secure

the Union, amounted to £6,000,000 a year. (This

amount was greatly increased in later years)

.

In the less fertile parts of Ireland—more fertile, how-

ever, than many prosperous parts of the Continent

—
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in the counties of Galway, Mayo and. Donegal, the report

tells of people living on potatoes, cabbage, and green

herbs ;
of potatoes, the principal diet, only sufficient

in supply to make one day’s allowance do for three

days ;
of 200 famiUes in one parish unearthing the half-

grown potatoes ;
of sickness and death from this

miserable diet
;

of blood drawn from the live cattle

and boiled for food ;
of people driven to gather shell-fish

to keep the life in them^in short, of a reversion to the

conditions of the Early Stone Age. In the rich lands

of other counties, Longford, Kildare, Meath, Cork,

Tipperary, the state of the mass of the people was not

much better. The peasantry gatliered wild herbs,

including nettles, boiled them with salt, and ate them,

sometimes with, sometimes without, a potato or a

sprinkling of meal for flavouring. In County Cork,

“many farmers who would formerly have employed

labourers are driven by distress to work themselves and

make their sons work. Such persons often make their

children *work, who would otherwise be sent to school.

The labourers are frequently unable to work for want of

sufficient food.” And we are told of labourers who
“ remain in bed all day, as they said, to stifle the

hunger.” And all the time the ” relentlps inaster
”

was rooting out Irish industries and exacting his enor-

mous Tribute.

The population of Ireland continued to increase from

the Union till the Famine, and has decreased steadily

since the Famine. Between the Union and the Famine,

in forty-five years, the population doubled. Between

the Famine and the present time, it has been again

reduced to the figures of the close of the eighteenth

centurv—so that, by the way, there is human material

still in Ireland for as much industry and prosperity as

grew up under the free Irish Parliament. In 1841,

O'Connell believed that Ireland could support four

times her then population, which was eight millions.

A recent English Unionist writer admits that she could

now support nearly four times her piesent population.

The Famine was the turning point, and it might be

thought therefore that for some reason the
_

Famine

was the chief cause of the subsequent decline in popu-
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latioii. Not that the question matters greatly, for

economic cause and effect could not be moie plainly

connected than the Union and the Famine. A moment’s

consideration will show, however, that the h amine was

no more than a frightful episode in the continuous

consequences of the government of Ireland by England.

'I'he Famine brought about many thousands of deaths

from starvation and disease, and the foiced emigration

of still more numerous thousands, of whom a large pro-

portion perished during their barbaious tiansplanting.

The meek endurance of the stricken people encouraged

England’s exactors, the landlords, especially the new

class of speculators in Irish land, to exterminate the

people and replace them by cattle that were still more

easily brought to the flesh market and yielded as large

or even a larger tribute per acre. But the decline

of population continued from the h amine until the

first check was put on feudal absolutism in 1871 ,
it

continued after the Land League had forced England

to reduce the Tribute to what her courts in Ireland

deemed equitable, and still continues in spite of the

expropriation of two-thirds of the landlords. Evidently

the cause at work has been something more permanent

in its operation than the Famine. If that cause was

the Union, we must expect to see its effects before as

well as after the Famine which began in 1845.

But, it may be asked, if the Union has been the

cause of Ireland’s decline in population, why did the

population become actually doubled between the

enactment of the Union and the Famine Years ?

To answer this, in the first place it must be remem-

bered that a reduction in the standard of living is quite

compatible with an increase in population, and can

indeed facilitate an increase up to a certain limit.

The immense population of India is not due to a lugh

standard of living. The slums of great cities are more

populous than the wealthy suburbs. A poorhouse,

at the same expense, will support many more inmates

than a palace. In the most fertile parts of Ireland, at

present, the rural population is least numerous and

attains the highest standard of living.

In the second place, the growth of population does



not react immediately to present economic or political

forces. Setting aside what are euphemistically called

prudential restraints, which happily have never become

a calculable factor in Irish statistics, the growth of

population will depend mainly on three factors : the

hereditary prolific capacity of the race
;

the conditions

of health at a given time, especially of health in child-

hood and up to middle age ;
and the custom of marrying

earlier or later in life. The first and third of these

factors are not liable to be suddenly affected by a

political revolution like the Union.

The Irish people were a prolific race before the Union,

and the Union did not change their hereditary physical

qualities. Early marriages were customary- among them
before the Union. They are no longer customary,

as a result of the economic strain under which ninety-

nine per cent, of the people of Ireland continually live.

But we cannot suppose that a social custom of this kind

underwent a rapid change because the power of legis-

lation and taxation was shifted from Dublin to London.

A more efficient cause was the policy of the landlords,

converted by the Union into absentee exactors of

Tribute, a policy gradually carried into effect, of re-

stricting and reducing the number of holdings, and there-

fore of households. There is no doubt, however, that

manifold economic pressure, both in town and country,

diminished the marriage rate by making the parents

of marriageable persons more parsimonious. Three

generations under one roof was once normal in Ireland.

Now it is exceptional.

Apart, however, from all such matters of argument

and inference, O’Connell has shown that, even before

the Famine and before the population had begun to

diminish,—for he did not live to see the worst,—the

adverse influences created by the Union were already

in potent operation. The increase of population in

the decade 1821-1831 was 965,570. In the decade

1831-1841, from an immensely larger adult population

than in the preceding decade, the increase was only

437,980. These figures show clearly that the momentum
of Irish prosperity was completely exhausted within the

first generation that followed Ireland’s “ subjugation,"

and that the conversion of a growing into a diminishing

population from 1851 onwards was merely the con-

tinuation of a process already plainly visible at work
in the second ''preceding decade. O’Connell treats of

this ma+ter, not in the Utter to Lord ShreWsbur>q
written before the Irish Census of 1841 was published,

but in a speech in Parliament, February 17, 1846,
on the subject of. the Famin'^. Had there been no
such concentrated calamity as the Famine, the move-
ment in the population rate suffices to show that the
subsequent decline in population would still have
taken ]jlace as a result of the economic oppression

imposed on Ireland by the ITnion.

Ireland now stands face to face with a new and double
menace—the abandonment of her claims to self-govern-

ment, even of the partial recognition of those claims

by the Statesmen who stood pledged for j-ears to their

partial recognition—and the imposition of a further

intolerable burden of taxation to meet the colossal

expenditure of an Imperial trade war, the greatest
' war in the history^ of mankind.

Let Irishmen recognise, with Cardinal Mercier, that

patriotism is a great virtue and a sacred duty, worthy
to be linked with the virtues and the duties that Chris-

tianity enjoins on all mankind in common. We are

taught that, under the Commandment, “ Honour thy
father and thy mother,” we are bound also to obey
all rightful authority. Is it too much to suppose that
the virtue and duty of patriotism, of honour and
fidelity towards our fatherland and our nation, are

comprised in the same Commandment ?

If ]xitriotisni is a conscientious duty, towards what
object is it directed ? There cannot be a duty without
an object. A duty does not begin and end within itself.

It is towards something. The duty which we owe,
something must be entitled to receive. The duty of

patriotism is due to our country and nation, towards
our fatherland and the family who are its children.

An empire which is not a nation cannot command the
duty of patriotism. The British Empire, besides

Irishmen, includes also'' Englishmen, Scotsmen, and
We'shmen, French Canadians, Afrikanders, Hindoos,
Burmese, Kaffirs, American Indians, Australian Abori-
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gines. Whatever may be our duties towards these,

nobody imagines and nobody pretends that patriotism

is one of those duties. The sentiment called Imperial-

ism is entirely distinct from patriotisin. and we have

yet to learn that any reputable Christian teacher has

placed Imperialism anong the Christian duties and

virtues. The object of patriotism is nationality.

O’Connell has shown that Irish nationality and Irish

prosperity go hand in hand, that the extinction of

Irish national rights and liberties destroyed in a gene-

ration the marvellous prosperity which the exercise

of those rights and liberties, even through a corrupt

Parliament, had built up in a still shorter

fourteen years, the free Parliament, won for Ireland by

the Irish Volunteers, a Parliament largely composed ot

rake-helly squireens and the hangers-on of the aristo-

cracy, secured for Ireland such an advance in agricul-

ture, manufactures, public improvements, foreign trade,

and every pathway of prosperity, as no other country

has ever 'made in fourteen decades of years. Ihe same

can and must again be done for Ireland. We have

the same resources, when we are free to use them.

Our present population is one and a half times greater

than the population of Ireland in 1782. Ireland
^

a poor country, she is a robbed country. The robbery

is still going on. W^e have to stop it and to secure

full control over our own resources, and full liberty

to use them for Ireland’s sole benefit. W^ithout control

we have no security, without liberty we have no impulse.

Under the Union we have suffered such wrongs in

peace as no other nation of modern times has suffered

in war. “ Revenge ” is our duty, if we accept our

duty from our Rulers. W'e do not accept it. do

not seek vengeance. “ Vengeance is mine, saith me

Lord, I will repay.” Amen ! We even pray that He

may never make us His instruments of vengeance.

While the mighty ones of the empires are preaching

hatred on every side, we ask to be freed from hatred

within and without. The losses inflicted on us almost

stagger imagination. We do not even demand insti-

tution or indemnity. Our demand is for a complete

cessation ; No more of interference : let us take our

way :
“ Let my people go.” Our journey has begun.




